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Product presentation 

BLOCKBIT SMX (Security Mail eXchange) 

BLOCKBIT SMX "Security Mail eXchange" is an integrated e-mail solution with security, 

availability and productivity, able to implement high-level protection, high availability 

and full message traffic management, with full control over incoming and outgoing 

messages among users and their contacts, enabling an even more secure corporate 

environment. 

Overview of SMX resources and technologies 

Mail server solution (MTA / MRA) fully integrated with Anti-Malware, Anti-Spam and Mail 

Firewall protection technology, able to protect your computing environment from 

threats like unwanted email, viruses, malware, illegal actions of users, including 

protection against information theft and leakage. 

This security model is incorporated from multiple conditional compliance policies, 

including thousands of combinations to create a policy, combined with the use of RBL 

(Realtime Blackhole List), Anti-Malware and Anti-Spam sensors, performing a search in 

a knowledge base (RFCs, Blacklist, Whitelist, URL reputation database, URI, and trusted 

address). This combination is integrated to the encryption feature, ensuring reliable 

delivery of e-mails and minimizing spam. It can be installed in local corporate 

environments or in the cloud. And it includes a management service capable of 

generating statistical and comprehensive reports for control and auditing as well as a 

monitor for online display of e-mail traffic. 
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BLOCKBIT SMX CHART  

Set of resources and services: 
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1. Step by Step 

This item aims to assist the administrator user on the utilization of this manual. This 

item provides information and recommendations about the sequence and instructions 

for using the BLOCKBIT SMX manuals. 

Step 1. 

The Administrator must read and follow the installation recommendations in the manual 

"FIRST TIME SET UP INSTALATION". This manual provides ALL information required 

for the initial installation of the product in the BLOCKBIT APPLIANCE. 

Step 2. 

The Administrator must read and follow the installation recommendations in the manual 

"INSTALATION GUIDE BLOCKBIT SMX". This manual provides ALL information 

required for installing the SMX server. 

Step 3. 

The Administrator must read and follow the default settings in the manual "USER 

GUIDE BLOCKBIT SMX", installed according to the authorization level of your license. 

This manual provides ALL information required for setting up the common environment 

for all BLOCKBIT SMX integrated services. 
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2. Resources 

Security and Protocols 

Module security is ensured in two ways, one, using SSL 

for message traffic. Another is through protection of the 

messages, using a multitude of policies and filters that can 

be applied, preventing unwanted messages such as spam 

and malicious messages or viruses. 

Email Compliance 

Multiple conditional email policies. Through "Actions" and 

"Conditions", one can set up thousands of combinations to 

contemplate a policy to meet the company needs with 

flexibility, providing the administrator full control and 

management when setting policies. 

Anti-Spam 

Integration with Anti-Spam with heuristic analysis, use of 

blacklist and whitelist, RFC's, with option to customize 

treatment, where the administrator can intervene on 

message scores, integrated RBL, TLD object (top-level 

domain) to assist treatment. 

AntiVirus/Anti-
Malware 

Provides protection against malware and viruses to ensure 

traffic reliability for incoming and outgoing email 

messages.  

Unlike most Anti-Malware and AntiVirus for Email servers, 

which perform scanning in user mailboxes. BLOCKBIT SMX 

Anti-Malware provides AntiVirus technologies based on 

signatures generated by our LAB Security Research Team 

and integration with engine bases using the latest 

generation of antivirus. 

SmartFolder 
Smart folders to handle sender addresses in the lists 

"Quarantine; Blacklist and Whitelist. " 

Archiving 
Full solution for backup and restoring emails. Reliability 

and security for user data. 
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UIS 
Email indexing system, aiming performance and 

optimization of storage space. 

Customization 

Custom block messages and automatic response by 

compliance policies. 

Maintenance 

Custom maintenance, per user and/or group. Definition of 

folders for maintenance and which period should be 

maintained.  

Performance and 

Scalability 

Performance depends on the server configuration. 

Supports scalability as it enables configuration and 

availability per server. It is possible to distribute the email 

service to as many servers as required, balancing load 

treatment. 

Monitor / Reports 
Complete reports for control and auditing as well as a 

monitor for online display of e-mail traffic. 

Cost reduction 

Appliance Model; Virtual Appliance, Operating System and 

database included in the solution. 
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3. Overview 

The main services responsible for the administration and management of email traffic 

on the network, as you probably know, are MTA "Mail Transfer Agent" and MRA "Mail 

Retrieval Agent." For this purpose, they have controls and features available in the 

interfaces. These controls and features ensure greater security when using this service, 

as it presents important attributes for the protection of network and system, regarding 

certain permissions.  

The MTA/MRA services have features that aim to better control the messages, the mail 

compliance feature, for example, allows you to create policy groups to filter the 

messages sent and received, and also provides quota controls, archiving, maintenance, 

prevention lists, blacklist and whitelist, and RBL. 

The Authentication feature is used to set up authentication domains and users, such 

as email accounts, remote addresses and lists, facilitating the interpretation and 

application of email policies and filters. 

 DomainThe domain registered here is unique for association to registered 

accounts as well as use and definition of the domain responsible to respond MX (Mail 

Exchange) for this server. 

 Email accounts Accounts are always local and refer to the authentication user 

email addresses. 

 Addresses Addresses refer to email addresses and public domain accounts, i.e., 

external domains. E.g.: “users@domains.com” 

 Contact list  Contact lists can be considered as: "Group alias", where we set that 

all members of such list correspond by the same email address, even if each user 

from the list has their own account. 

E.g.: Contact List = "support", all emails sent or received from this account are 

replicated to all list members. 

We also have some populated system objects that are available for selection in 
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compliance policies, they are the "RBL" and "TLD" objects. These objects are responsible 

for assisting in the settings and filters of compliance policies. 

The Whitelist and Blacklist features are safety items that aim at greater reliability when 

receiving emails. The Anti-Spam sensor analyzes each message received and through 

a specific policy and filter registered, it indicates if the sender belongs to the Whitelist 

or Blacklist. 

All of these features are applied according to the registered policy groups. Policies are 

divided into 2 (two) types, Compliance and Sensors. This enables analyzing incoming 

messages in different ways, thus, ensuring greater safety and reliability for the email 

service. 

The MTA/MRA services enable the user to monitor and issue reports of email traffic. 

Monitoring allows the display of requests made, services and allowed ports. Statistical 

reports are generated automatically and issued in pre-defined periods, "daily" or 

"monthly". The user can select the report they want to expand "Total of messages," 

"Ignored", "Delivered", "Quarantine" and "Redirected". The system also has the ability 

to generate detailed reports, as this report remains available in the system for seven 

(7) days. 

The MTA/MRA services aim to facilitate setting up the environment where they are 

applied, configuring in an intuitive and organized way all the features that the system 

offers.  

BLOCKBIT SMX can act on all functions mentioned above or on the combination of any 

functions, including as a "MailHub" with or without filters, integrating with other email 

servers using SMTP protocol. 

As we mention the configuration models we will better detail each of them.  
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4. Requirements and external services 

For an Email server to operate correctly, there are some requirements and settings that 

should be considered as relevant. 

 Setting up DNS (Domain Name System) service features. 

 Permission settings on Firewall. 

The mandatory records regarding Email service dependency related to DNS are: E.g.: 

“MX (Mail-Exchange)”; “Reverse (Host/Ip)”. 

There are still records and other settings that are optional: E.g.: “SPF and DOMAINKEY”. 

To have a fully functional email service, we will have to check the DNS settings 

mentioned above and check the layout of the network to be installed. Often email 

servers work protected by a Firewall. 

The BLOCKBIT SMX server is prepared to work locally behind a border firewall, but also 

has a local Firewall feature that ensures safety and reliability when accessing the offered 

services, which even ensures applying it in the Cloud. 

General requirements: 

1. 2 (two) network interfaces (1) LAN and (2) WAN. 

2. If the BLOCKBIT SMX email server is behind a Firewall, your access will require 

that the network administrator requests or previously registers the access 

authorization for the following services and ports. 

E.g.: BLOCKBIT SMX Server on “Local Area Network” or in a “DMZ”, protected by a 

border firewall. 

o Redirection rules of Wan to the BLOCKBIT SMX server to the SMTP service (port 

25). 

o Masking Rules of BLOCKBIT SMX server to WAN to the SMTP services (port 

25/TCP); DNS (port 53/UDP); HTTP (port 80/TCP); HTTPS (port 443/TCP). 

E.g.: BLOCKBIT SMX Server in the "Cloud", protected by a border firewall. 
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o Redirection rules of Wan to the BLOCKBIT SMX server to the SMTP service (port 

25); SMTP Submission (port 587/TCP); IMAP (143). 

o Masking Rules of BLOCKBIT SMX server to the WAN to the SMTP services (port 

25/TCP); DNS (port 53/UDP); HTTP (port 80/TCP); HTTPS (port 443/TCP). 

3. Identify network addresses where MX will be registered. (Mail Exchange). 

4. Define the FQDN where the MX record will be registered and set up the DNS. 

5. Set up the reverse domain for HOST/FQDN defined in the MX record. 

6. Define whether to use the SPF configuration, if so, determine which are the servers 

with permission to send email to the respective domain. 

BLOCKBIT SMX Requirements: 

1. Define mount point for storage of emails. 

2. Define which services and ports that services will respond. E.g.: If services based 

on SSL/TLS "SMTPs/IMAPs/POP3s" will be enabled. 

3. Define what will be the server's hostname. 

4. Define the authentication mechanisms that will be used. E.g. PLAIN and TEXT. 

5. Enable Email services “SMTP; SMTP; IMAP; IMAPs; POP3 and POP3s” in [System] 

>>  

[Security] for the network zones LAN and WAN, respectively, according to the 

services the user needs to provide access. 
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5. Accessing the Web administration interface 

From now on we will start the BLOCKBIT SMX setup process.  

As we saw in the requirements chapter, BLOCKBIT SMX® is dependent on the public 

DNS settings for your domain:  

Access: 

E.g.: https://[IP_Address_SMX]:98 

 

User: $user_admin 

Password: $passwd_admin 

Language: [$English] Select the desired language to display the interface. 
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6. Dashboard 

 

The Dashboard, a management panel that returns essential information for the 

management and control of events and information that gather "SUMMARIZED" data 

from the servers. 

Divided into two (2) groups. 

 Email 

 System 

Understanding what really happens in a corporate network is very complex. Currently, 

it is necessary to centralize the retention and interpretation of generated logs and 

events. 

An important feature is data analysis. And this is a great difference when compared to 

a standard log manager. 
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6.1. Dashboard Features. 

Centralized and consistent access to all summarized logs and system events. 

 Generate summary reports. 

o Emails statistics. 

o Server statistics. 

 Generate detailed reports valid for seven (7) days. 

 Link events from multiple servers. 

 Alerts and notifications in real time and that can be triggered by scheduling. 

On the menu [Dashboard] >> [E-mail], we have: 

Statistical reports of email traffic and a monitoring service in real time. 

 Total messages. 

 Delivered. 

 Diverted. 

 Ignored. 

 Quarantine.  

 Emails in the queue. 

And general information regarding compliance filters. 

 History Records. 
 SPAM. 

 Time of messages in queue. 
 Ignored messages. 

 Users (Sent). 
 Users (Received). 
 Senders. 

 Domains. 
 Hosts. 

 Rejected addresses. 

All this to offer solid information about email traffic, a quick response and well-

integrated management with the option of checking the records "Daily" or "Monthly" as 

well as the option of extracting them in PDF format.  
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To extract the reports in PDF format,  click [ ]. 

On the menu [Dashboard] >> [System] we have: 

System statistical reports and a monitoring service in real time 

 Network traffic; Performance; Real time (ethx) and History (ethx). 

 Traffic monitor 
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[Server statistics] and [Performance] 

 

 
 

[Real Time (ethx)[ and [History (ethx)]. 

 

6.2. Dashboard Actions 

At the top right menu, we have a group of important action icons for the administrator, 

among them we have: 

Object Manager. 

Shortcut feature that enables interacting with the session [System] >> [Objects] in 

order to facilitate the process of creating configuration objects. 
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Notifications. 

WARNING systems! Messages in real time to inform the administrator of system events. 

They could be events related to success or failure. 

 

Command Queue Apply. 

 

Administrator Profile. 

 

Each of these action icons serve as advanced management features for the 

administrator 

6.3. Command Apply 

The system has a security feature that helps the administrator prevent against problems 

generated by errors in the system settings. The administrator has an execution feature 

set to "APPLY" the changes and settings made in the system. 

At the interface top right menu, we have a group of important action icons for the 

administrator, among them we have "APPLY COMMANDS QUEUE SETTINGS". 

 

To validate the settings and system parameters, the system requires the user to apply 

the command queue. On the top right menu, click the icon [ ] to apply the command 

queue and validate the settings. 
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IMPORTANT: It is recommended that the administrator performs a conference of 

the changes and settings made in the system before using the APPLY icon, to avoid 

problems caused by errors in the settings.
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7. About UIS technology (Unique Instance Storage) 

UIS (Unique Instance Storage) is a technology that aims to consolidate messages with 

the same content, providing storage savings, performance gains and agility in data 

maintenance, such as: BACKUPS.  

Savings are exponential to use, the more the same email is sent/received, the greater 

the savings. In cases where there is the use of many address lists. 

E.g.: "If a mkt@blockbit.com list address receives a number [N] of emails a day, the 

contents of this email do not replicate between [X] list members, the content is stored 

in one point accessible by all [X] recipients that are list members ". Therefore, the 

storage gain is exponential to [N] emails versus [X] recipients. The use of space for the 

same messages also provides better performance in the message reading (lower cost 

of hardware performance), since the message is in memory for being read by any of 

the recipients, so next, any other user attempting to read the same message will not 

generate large accesses to the disk. 

Illustration UIS layer 
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8. Settings SMX server 

8.1. Configuring the Server 

Select the menu [Servers] and [click here] for configuration. 

 

On the [Settings] tab we have the basic configuration items as defined in the WIZARD. 

In this frame the administrator can change the settings whenever necessary, 

remembering that any action will only take effect after applying the command queue. 

In this post installation phase make sure that the Gateway address is properly 

configured. 
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8.2. Configuring a network interface 

On the [Interfaces] tab, we can add virtual and physical devices. 

 Ethernet 

 ADSL 

 VLAN 

 VIRTUAL 

The "Ethernet" Device is automatically identified by the system through the BUILT-IN 

system responsible for performing the module automatic load to the OS. 

To configure a physical device, click the [Interfaces] tab, edit the corresponding 

device, configure it according the fields and [Save]. 

IMPORTANT: Update the server hardware information. Click [ ] 
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After saving the settings, the following interface is displayed. Click [ ] to enable [

] the device.   

IMPORTANT: Update the server hardware information. On the [Settings] tab, click [ ] 
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To configure a virtual device, click to add [ ]. Let's illustrate adding a virtual device. 

Set it according to the fields and click [ ]. 

IMPORTANT: The configuration of virtual devices [DSL], [VLAN] and [Virtual] 
are linked to physical devices. For their configuration, it is mandatory to use a 

physical device [Ethx]. 
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IMPORTANT: Setting the field [Gateway] is optional and it must be filled when using 

the interface with a Multilink system.
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After saving the settings, the following interface is displayed. 

 

NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE, click the icon [ ]

 

8.3. Licensing server 

On the [License] tab, enter the license key provided. Remember, you must have an 

Internet connection so the system can validate the license. 

Click [ ], enter the license data and click [Accept and Save]. 
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After saving the license key, the server returns the following interface, with the 

license still in INACTIVE status. 

 

To complete the process, you must APPLY the settings. 
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NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE, click the icon [ ]

 

See below the interface with the license data already updated and ACTIVE license 

status.  

 

After registering the server, it is recommended to proceed with the system update. 

To update the server, click [ ] and confirm. 

 

Click [OK] to confirm the server update. 
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NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE, click the icon [ ]
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9. System Administration 

The System Administration item enables us to manage access to the Web administration 

interface, set and apply general settings, manage records and permissions for system 

administrators, audit access and the applied settings, and even manage blocks based 

on unauthorized access attempts. 

To set up and configure these features go to [System] >> [Administration]. 

9.1. Settings 

This item allows us to set the security settings in relation to the system administration 

interface.  

On the [Settings] tab under [Session], set the fields according to the policy you want 

to adopt. 

 

IMPORTANT: The field [Integrity key] returns the integrity key set when running the 

"Configuration Wizard", the content of this field is purely informational, and it's not 

editable.  It is recommended to Copy and Save your content in a safe place. In cases 
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of system reinstallation using the same encryption key, remember that it is used in the 

encryption of backup, email storage and reporting integrity records.

 

Under [E-mail Notifications], you can configure the system to send notifications by 

e-mail to an exclusive administrator, determined by the recipient's e-mail address. 

These notifications are the same that are returned in real time, alerted via the top right 

menu by the icon [ ]. You can set the system to use a "local" or "remote" email 

server. If you want to receive notifications by email, configure the service and click Save 

[ ]. 

9.2. Administrators 

This item allows you to manage the records and permissions related to system 

administrators. By default, the system already contemplates the administrator "admin" 

and its password is set in the "Configuration Wizard".   

On the [Administrators] tab, you can view all registered administrators with the 

options to "Search", "Edit" or "Remove" a system administrator. We have two levels of 

system administrators: 

 Super Administrator: They have full privileges over the interface, including 

managing any administrator level, without the need of setting permissions. 

 Manager: Restricted rights over administration. It is required to set permissions 

on the interfaces that this user can view, configure, and manage. 
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To add a system administrator, click [ ], the registration interface is divided into two 

(2) tabs [Information] and [Interfaces], set the "Information" tab, set the type of 

administrator, if you choose [√] Super Administrator, the "Interfaces" tab is hidden, 

otherwise, set the permissions on the interfaces that will be used by the administrator 

"Manager". Next, click Save [ ]. 

  

In the example we have: 
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9.3. Audits 

This feature is very important, and its main purpose is to provide administration 

management free of questions, on this interface the user can "Audit" all operations 

performed on the system, such as "Configuring a Service", "Settings", and/or "Changes" 

of a compliance policy carried out by any of the system administrators, whether he or 

she is a "Super Administrator" or "Manager". 

Click on the [Audits] tab, on this interface the user can apply filters by: "Initial/Final 

Period", "Administrators", "Interfaces" and also set the limit to be extracted per page. 
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9.4. Blocked 

On the [Blocked] tab, you can view the list of IP/hosts blocked by unauthorized access 

attempts, and/or persistent access attempts, with the possibility of removing the 

blocking rule before the timeout set in the settings and access policies to the WEB 

management interface. 
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10. System Storage 

In this section we will explain the types of "Storages" supported by the system and their 

applications: 

 NFS – “Network File System”, allows a system to share its folders and files with 

other operating systems through network communication. Using NFS, users and 

application software can access files on remote systems almost as if they were 

local files. This "Storage" model is provided by the system for "Backup / Restore" 

and "Storage mail" applications, for the MRA/MTA server (SMX). 

 Disk – “Disk” Data storage physical device. There is support for device types (USB- 

HDD; USB- SSD) for all “BLOCKBIT Appliance” models; and (USB-HDD; USB- SSD; 

LUN e LVM) for “BLOCKBIT Virtual Appliance” models. This "Storage" model is 

provided by the system for "Backup / Restore" and "Storage mail" applications, for 

the MRA/MTA server (SMX). 

Access the Storage management interface, go to [System] >> [Storage]. 
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10.1. Adding a storage (NFS) 

We will exemplify the "Data storage" configuration for the NFS service. Click [System] 

>> [Storage], then click on ADD NFS Storage [ ]. Set up the form according to 

the specifications for connecting to the corresponding NFS server, then click [ ]. 
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NOTE: For the system to apply the "AUTO_MOUNT" feature and for the NFS storage 

"Storage-Mail" to become available for read and write- "rw", do not forget to APPLY THE 

COMMAND QUEUE, click the icon [ ].

 

 

10.2. Adding a storage (Disk) 

The operating system of BLOCKBIT solutions has a BUILT-IN feature in the KERNEL that 

automatically identifies and loads the modules of new devices connected to the server. 

To identify a type "Disk" device, click [System] >> [Storage], then click Update[

] to recognize the type of device, assembly and configuration of the access unit 

according to its identification. 

 

IMPORTANT: The system requires that type "Disk" devices are formatted usingthe 
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EXT4 standard.

 

Disk formatting - EXT4 standard 

To format the disk, you can access the BLOCKBIT SMX console.  Click [Terminal] and 

then click [Connect]. 

 

To access the terminal, use the system default username and password. 

Login: admin 

Password:admin 

smxvf login: admin                                                             

admin@smxvf.blockbit.com's password:                                           
Last login: Wed Mar 30 12:49:26 2016 from smxvf                                

Type h to help commands                                                        

-rbash-4.2$                                                                    

Access to the terminal is restricted, to list available commands, type h. 

Type h to help commands                                                                        

-rbash-4.2$                                                                                    
-rbash-4.2$ h                                                                                  
BlockBit console commands                                                                      

 
arp             free            lscpu           reboot          telnet                         

arping          fsck.ext4       lsusb           recoveryfw      tput                           
biosdecode      getopt          mii-tool        reinstall       tracepath                      
conntrack       grep            mkfs.ext4       restart         traceroute                     

date            h               mount           rewizard        umount                         
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debug-mail      host            mtr             route           uname                          
df              hostname        netads          sar             update-blockbit                

dig             ifconfig        nmblookup       services        update-license                 
dmidecode       ifstat          nslookup        smbclient       uptime                         

enable-root     iostat          ntpdate         speedtest       vmstat                         
enable-snmp     iotest          parted          sysctl          wbinfo                         
ethtool         ip              passwd          tcpdump         whois                          

expr            ipcalc          ping            tcptop                                         
fdisk           iptraf          poweroff        tcptrack                                       

-rbash-4.2$                    

To list the new disk, type: fdisk –l 

-rbash-4.2$ fdisk -l                                                           
 

Disk /dev/sda: 320.1 GB, 320072933376 bytes, 625142448 sectors                 
Units = sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes                                         
Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes                          

I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes                              
Disk label type: dos                                                           

Disk identifier: 0x000b93f6                                                    
 
Device Boot      Start         End      Blocks   Id  System               

/dev/sda1   *        2048     1026047      512000   83  Linux                  
/dev/sda2         1026048   625141759   312057856   8e  Linux LVM              

 
Disk /dev/mapper/root: 21.5 GB, 21474836480 bytes, 41943040 sectors       
Units = sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes                                         

Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes                          
I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes                              

 
 
Disk /dev/mapper/swap: 4177 MB, 4177526784 bytes, 8159232 sectors         

Units = sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes                                         
Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes                          

I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes                              
 

 
Disk /dev/mapper/data: 293.9 GB, 293890686976 bytes, 574005248 sectors    
Units = sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes                                         

Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes                          
I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes                              

 
 
Disk /dev/sdb: 8000 MB, 8000110592 bytes, 15625216 sectors                     

Units = sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes                                         
Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes                          

I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes                              
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-rbash-4.2$ 

To format the identified disk, type “mkfs.ext4 [/dev/sdx??]”, 

type: ex. mkfs.ext4 /dev/sdb/ 

-rbash-4.2$ mkfs.ext4 /dev/sdb                                                                                                         

mke2fs 1.42.9 (28-Dec-2013)                                                                                                            
/dev/sdb is entire device, not just one partition!                                                                                     
Proceed anyway? (y,n) y                                                                                                                

Filesystem label=                                                                                                                      
OS type: Linux                                                                                                                         

Block size=4096 (log=2)                                                                                                                
Fragment size=4096 (log=2)                                                                                                             
Stride=0 blocks, Stripe width=0 blocks                                                                                                 

488640 inodes, 1953152 blocks                                                                                                          
97657 blocks (5.00%) reserved for the super user                                                                                       

First data block=0                                                                                                                     
Maximum filesystem blocks=2000683008                                                                                                   

60 block groups                                                                                                                        
32768 blocks per group, 32768 fragments per group                                                                                      
8144 inodes per group                                                                                                                  

Superblock backups stored on blocks:                                                                                                   
        32768, 98304, 163840, 229376, 294912, 819200, 884736, 1605632                                                                  

 
Allocating group tables: done                                                                                                          
Writing inode tables: done                                                                                                             

Creating journal (32768 blocks): done                                                                                                  
Writing superblocks and filesystem accounting information: 

done                                                                                                                                   

-rbash-4.2$ 

The device, once connected to the server and formatted in EXT4 standard, is ready to 

list on [System] >> [Storage], simply click Update [ ], the system applies the 

feature "AUTO_MOUNT" and the device is automatically available for selection. 

NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE, click the icon [ ] 
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System Backup 

The system contemplates a Backup/Restore feature. This service, different in most 

solutions, creates in practice a full system "image", which includes the "Operating 

System", "configuration database" and "reporting database", ensuring an intact copy, 

absolutely identical to its status at the time of the procedure, therefore, its restoration 

is also guaranteed much more quickly and efficiently. 

Before setting up the backup service, you need to set up the "Data-Storage" service.  

Access the backup management interface, go to [System] >> [Backups]. 

The [Server backups] interface is divided into: 

[Settings] 

In this area you configure the backup service and set the storage location among the 

"NFS" or "Disk" storage options, previously registered in [System] >> [Storage]. 

You can also select the type of backup: [Daily] or [Weekly] and set a time to perform 

the backup automatically. (Schedule). 

 

The system also provides the ability to perform a backup at the moment, manually, just 

click [ ]. The backup includes the entire settings base including statistical reports. 
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[Server backups] 

In this area the system returns a list of backup files available in the "Data Storage" 

selected and configured on the [Settings] tab. 

The file is generated with the system date and time at the time the operation was 

performed. 

If you are doing a reinstall, remember that your backup is saved in "encrypted" mode 

and the algorithm used in the encryption uses the integrity key generated in the 

"Configuration Wizard" of the original installation of the system for encryption and 

decryption of the backup/restore.  

Success in restoring the backup in the current installation requires that you use the 

same integrity key and license used to activate the product in the previous installation. 

To restore a backup just click [ ] for the file you want to restore. 

NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE, click the icon [ ] 

IMPORTANT: Backup is generated in encrypted mode. 
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IMPORTANT: During the restore process the system changes its status to 

RECOVERY mode. 

NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE, click the icon [ ] 
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11. System Certificates 

The purpose of a certification authority is to confirm the ownership of certificates, 

confirming that the certificate received when accessing certain website or address 

actually belongs to the entity that is providing it. This is what ensures that you are 

accessing the SSL addresses safely. 

The BLOCKBIT SMX and UTM solutions enable you to create your own certificate 

authority, a simple and practical way to get certifications, and is ideal when 

authentication and encryption are used to protect resources of your company, where 

you have control over which users and where these certificates will be used. Example: 

 Access to the WEB interface of BLOCKBIT SMX/ UTM.  

 SSL or TLS authentication in SMTPs and IMAPs or POP3s access. One can also 

use these certificates in external access, either via email client or webmail. 

In the BLOCKBIT system, certificates are configured and generated by the 

"Configuration Wizard", performed in the system installation process. To access the 

certificate management interface,  go to [System] >> [Certificates]. 

 

The [Certificates] interface is divided in [Certificates Authority] and [Server 
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certificate]. 

Under [Certificate Authority] you can "download" to import the devices on the 

network, or generate a "new" Certificate Authority (C.A.). 

To download the certificate,  click [ ]. 

 

To regenerate the Certificate Authority (C.A.),  click Save [ ]. 

Saving a C.A. requires the server to regenerate the certification body. This action 

generates some implications on the system and network environment. 

“After generating the C.A, you should also save to generate the certificate server, this 

procedure requires the installation of the new C.A in all network devices. Download the 

C.A and reinstall on all workstations. Remembering that for new CA validation you must 

RESTART the server you want to continue anyway?” 

Click [OK] 

“After re-generate you will need to download and install the new C.A in all devices. 

When re-generated a C.A. the process cannot be reversed. Do you really want to 

continue? 

Click [OK] 

 

Under [Server Certificate], we have the option of regenerating the server certificate 

for those cases when the C.A. is regenerated, thereby requiring also that the server 

certificate is regenerated. 

IMPORTANT: After the C.A. “Download” install the C.A on all network devices. 

IMPORTANT: It is not recommended to regenerate the C.A. (Certificate Authority).
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To regenerate a server certificate, just click Save [ ]. 

“After re-generate the certificate it is necessary to restart the server. Do you want to 

continue ?” click [OK]. 

Another option is to import a certificate signed by a certification body. The certificate 

must be in the "CRT" format or you must import the RSA private key in the format 

"KEY". To import the certificate, click [ ], select the corresponding files to import, 

and then click [ ]. 
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12. System Objects 

The entire system was developed based on object-oriented programming. System 

Objects is a service, or feature as we may call it, that basically aims to allow user-

friendly interaction in order to facilitate the setup process and enabling services and 

general features of the system. 

All features from the OBJECT type can be shared among the system services. 

Shared objects features: 

 IP Addresses 
 Time 

 Period/Dates 
 Dictionary 
 Content-type 

To manage the object types, click [System] >> [Objects], here we have the interface 

[Object Manager] and from this interface we can "Add", "Edit", "Remove", and even 

"Import" lists of some object types. 

12.1. Object IP Addresses 

Click [System] > [Objects] >> [IP Addresses]. 

In this frame we can manage objects [IP Addresses] that are used throughout the 

system. 

By default, the system brings some pre-registered objects, such as objects related to 

invalid network classes: "Class A network", "Class B network," "Class C network". 

All these objects are available for use in the setup process as well as when enabling 

services. The network address objects are classified in two types: 

 UNIQUE IP 

 LIST (support multiple IP addresses / network address). 
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This setting is applied when registering the address object, which allows to inform 

whether the address is a [√] UNIQUE IP type or not, as this selection defines the 

classification type of the registered object. 

 

12.1.1. Adding an object IP address 

To add an IP address object, click the ADD button [ ] and set up the object 

according to the definitions for that host address and its applications in the settings of 

the corresponding solution services and form fields. Next  click [ ]. 
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To search the object that has just been registered, in the "IP Addresses" object 

management interface, use the [Search] field and enter the info according to the 

search methods allowed and click [ ] to list the recently registered object. 

 

 

12.2. Time 

IMPORTANT: Once an object is defined as [√] UNIQUE IP type, it is not possible 

to change it. 
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Click [System] > [Objects] >> [Time]. 

In this board we can manage [Time] objects, which are composed by "days of the 

week" and "start and end time". 

By default, the system brings 2 (two) pre-registered time objects. 

 Business 

 Weekend 

These objects are available for use in the service setup process, such as: Definition of 

compliance policies. 

 

12.2.1. Adding an object Time 

To add a time object, click the ADD button [ ] and set up the object according to 

the definitions of the policies you want to apply and form fields. Next, click [ ]. 

Let's illustrate adding a time object. E.g.: “Nightly – Monday/Saturday for the respective 

intervals 22h00/23h59 – 00h00/06h00”. 
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IMPORTANT: Setting the time object allows the user to add different ranges of start 

time/end time for the same object.

 

To search the object that has just been registered, in the "Time" object management 

interface, use the [Search] field and enter the info according to the search methods 

allowed and click [ ] to list the recently registered object. 
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12.3. Period/Dates 

Click [System] > [Objects] >> [Period/Dates]. 

In this board we can manage [Period/Dates] objects, which are composed by 

definitions and a period that includes "Start date/time" and “End date/time”. 

The registered objects are available for use in the setup process as well as when 

enabling some "Services" and defining "Compliance Policies". 

NOTE: It is noteworthy that the [Period / Dates] objects have a very singular 

purpose. E.g.: When setting policies with expiration time, "Start date/time" - "End 

date/time".

 

 

12.3.1. Adding an object Period/Date 

To add a Period/Date object, click the ADD button [ ] and set up the object 

according to the definitions of the policies you want to apply and form fields. Next, click 

[ ]. 
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To search the object that has just been registered, in the "Period/Dates" object 

management interface, use the [Search] field and enter the info according to the 

search methods allowed and click [ ] to list the recently registered object. 
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12.4. Dictionary 

In this frame we can manage [Dictionary] objects, that we can also call keywords, 

which can be composed of "word lists" or combination sets of "regular expressions". 

By default, the system brings some pre-registered objects. E.g.: “Alphanumeric”, 

“Email-Address”, “Link HTML”, “URL”. 

All these objects are available for use in the setup process as well as when defining 

"Compliance policies". E.g.: "WEB content filters". 

 

12.4.1. Adding an object Dictionary 

To add a Dictionary object, click the ADD button [ ] and set up the object according 

to the definitions and filters you want to apply to the compliance policies, considering 

the corresponding form fields. Next, click [ ]. 

 

 

IMPORTANT: We can include the required "keywords" in the word list of the 
"Dictionary" object, using a list of "simple words" without spaces, adding "one per 

line" or by a combination of "Regular expressions". 
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Ex1.: Let's illustrate the process of registering a dictionary object, with a simple word 

list "Microsoft Update server addresses - Servers WSUS." In the example we'll add the 

addresses manually "one word per line." 

 

To search the object that has just been registered, in the "Dictionary" object 

management interface, use the [Search] field and enter the info according to the 

search methods allowed and click [ ] to list the recently registered object. 
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Let's add another Dictionary object, click the Add button [ ]. 

Ex2.: Let's illustrate the process of registering a word list using "regular expressions", 

notice that the field on the left [Regular expressions] includes a list of "regex" that 

we can combine to build a regular expression and add the list of keywords.  

 

To create the combination of the required regular expression. E.g.: o regex:  \. 

Corresponds to a dot (.), so when we have the following expression 

“ftp\.symantec\.com/public”, the registered object corresponds to the keyword 

“FTP.symantec.com/public” in order to specify a server's address. 

Let's use this example and add a new dictionary object. 
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To search the objects that have just been registered, in the "Dictionary" object 

management interface, use the [Search] field and enter the info according to the 

search methods allowed and click [ ] to list the recently registered objects. E.g.: 

Search = “Update”. 

 

12.5. Content-type 

In this frame we can manage [Content-type] objects, which are composed by groups 

of application types based on the type of content that specifies its characteristic. 

By default, the system brings some pre-registered objects that group some application 

types in order to facilitate its application in the system. E.g.: “ActiveX”, “Compressed”, 

“Executables”, “images”, “javascript”, “Multimedia”, and “Office”. 

All these objects are available for use in the setup process as well as when defining 

"Compliance policies." E.g.: “WEB content filters”, “Email filters”. 
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12.5.1. Managing Content types 

The [Content-type] object has an "extra" feature, different from other objects, "Object 

Management". As it specifies "application types", this object model allows registering 

not only the groups, i.e., the "content type" objects of the known applications models, 

but also allows you to specify new "content type" models, by registering this "new type" 

in the system content base. This adds value and allows you to add this new "content 

type" to existing objects or add it to new objects. 

To add a [Content-type] click the Manager button [ ], enter the content-type 

specification you pretend to include and ADD [ ] the list. Next, click [ ]. 

In the example we will add 2 (two) content-types that refer to Google services and 

applications.  

 “application/vnd.google.safebrowsing-update”; 

 “application/vnd.google.safebrowsing-chunk”; 
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12.5.2. Adding an object Content type 

To add a Content-type object, click the ADD button [ ] and set up the object 

according to the definitions and filters you want to apply to the compliance policies, 

considering the corresponding form fields. Next, click [ ]. 

IMPORTANT: The specifications of new content-types can be identified by 

mapping the records in the detailed logs. 
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To search the object that has just been registered, in the "Content-type" object 

management interface, use the [Search] field and enter the info according to the 

search methods allowed and click [ ] to list the recently registered object. 
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13. Security 

Security is a local firewall service that aims to protect SMX BLOCKBIT from intrusions 

that come from external networks or even from internal networks deemed reliable, by 

filtering all packets moving in your environment.  

As it is known, email solutions are constant targets of cyber-attacks and the number of 

attacks, types of threats and hacking techniques have grown exponentially. We can 

highlight the System Security feature of the BLOCKBIT SMX platform as a PLUS when 

discussing about MAIL SERVER applications.  

Unlike several Mail Server solutions, BLOCKBIT SMX includes one of the most important 

security features of computing environments: The Firewall. 

This feature ensures greater reliability and security in the implementation of BLOCKBIT 

SMX, both in local or cloud environments that require high level of security, control, and 

service performance. 

The Firewall operates in “STATEFUL” mode and provides TOOLS that PARAMETERIZE 

SECURITY LEVELS as well as CONNECTION CONTROL, in addition to “PACKET FILTERS” 

policies. 

The service is pre-configured to allow access to the available services. 

The interface is divided into 4 (four) frames: 

 Administration. 

 MRA/MTA. 

 Security Settings 

 Input Policies. 
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13.1. Configuring Firewall to allow the SMX services 

We already know that the service is pre-configured and allows access to SMX services 

for both network zones [LAN] and WAN] respectively, when configured.  

To set up the SMX services access the menu [System] >> [Security]. 

 

 [Administration]. 

Enabling and configuring the solution management services and ports. 

 [MRA/MTA]. 

Enabling and Configuring Email services and ports for the local network - [LAN]. 

 [Security Settings]. 

Configuring security settings and firewall connection controls. 
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 [Input Policies]. 

In this item the administrator enables and configures the SMX services access 

permissions, when a specific access policy is required. 

E.g. Allow specific access to the network zone [WAN] only for the SMTP protocol. 

Click to [ ] add a new policy set according the fields and then click [ ]. 

    

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT: Changes to the [Security Settings] reflect directly in firewall security 

and server performance. 

NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE, click the icon [ ]. 
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14. Authentication 

In this item, the administrator defines which authentication standards are used. There 

are 2 (two) authentication methods: "Local" and "Integrated". 

The administrator can synchronize the user and group base in BLOCKBIT SMX with an 

existing base in the network on an "LDAP" server, thus centralizing the record 

management of all users and/or groups on this server. 

Integrated authentication supports authentication Windows AD and/or LDAP, and is 

based on the synchronism of the user base. Authentication based on Windows AD 

synchronization requires the BLOCKBIT SMX server to be integrated to the domain. As 

for authentication based on LDAP synchronization, such requirement does not exist. In 

this case, it authenticates directly on the LDAP base. 

This feature enables multiple authentication domains, as follows: 

 [N] domains of local type; 

 And up to 2(two) integrated domains. 

o Windows Base. 

o LDAP Base. 

 

14.1. Integration domain and users - Windows / LDAP 

For proper and safe operation of the connections of BLOCKBIT SMX services, with a 

Windows AD or LDAP synchronization base, it is required to register at least one domain. 

Click [Authentication] >> [Users], tab [Users]. 

Select [Domains], on this tab we can "Search", "Add" or "Remove" a domain. By 

default, when performing a search, it returns the "domain" set in the Installation Wizard. 

This domain is pre-configured as "default". Click Search [ ] to list the domain 

registered in the Wizard. 

IMPORTANT: The tests for integration of domain, synchronism and authentication 
with Windows servers were applied in the versions Windows 2008 Server, Windows 

2008 Server R2, Windows 2012 Server and Windows 2012 Server R2. 
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As already mentioned, the authentication process on a Windows base requires 

integrating the domain, therefore, before implementing the synchronism process, we 

will make sure that the server is properly configured for entering the Windows Server 

domain controller. 

Select the Menu [Servers] and [click here] for verification. 

 

On the [Settings] tab, we have the basic configuration items, make sure that the 

address field [DNS Server 1] is set to the IP address of the Windows Server domain 

controller where we will apply the user synchronism. If it isn't, set the [DNS Server 1] 

field with the corresponding IP address. 
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NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE, click the icon [ ]

 

It's ready! Now we can set up the user synchronism item. 

Click [Authentication] >> [Users], tab [Synchronism]. 

In this interface we have the tabs [Windows] and [Ldap]. 

Setting up this item is simple, however, we need to be careful to not generate 

synchronism errors or failures. 

Let's set up the Windows synchronism. Select [Windows] and click on enable [ ] to 

configure the fields according to the settings of your domain controller, then click [

]. 

 

 

IMPORTANT: Refer to your Windows AD server forest structure. 
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Below we will specify some fields: 

 [Port] 

Supported ports – 389 (LDAP), 3268 (LDAP Search), or 636(LDAPS) and 3269 LDAPS 

Search. 

 [User] 

Specify a Windows server user with rights to "Bind", that is, with rights to perform 

searches in the Ldap base. The User must be a member of the Administrators group. 

It is recommended to create a specific user for this purpose. E.g. Create a user 

named "blockbit". Set up its profile with the parameters: 

o Password never expires; 

o ‘Dedicated LOGIN of computer “BLOCKBIT SMX”. 

To configure the “User” field - Use the syntax “user@domain”. 
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 [User filters] and [Group filters] 

On the tabs [User filters] and [Group filters] we can configure the fields directly 

related with the base synchronism, regarding the search base and their respective filters 

in the LDAP base of the Windows AD server  

Fields: “Base”, “Filter”, “Attribute login”, “Attribute name”, “Attribute member” and 

“Attribute description” according to the LDAP server settings. 

These fields are automatically filled by clicking the action button [ ]. 

In the synchronism interface we still have options to sync now [ ] and schedule 

synchronism [ ]. 

To run the sync now click [ ] and confirm to run the sync, clicking [OK]. 

 

To create a synchronism schedule, click [ ], set a time interval and then click 

[Save]. 
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14.2. Managing the list of users 

Click [Authentication] >> [Users], tab [Users]. 

In this item, the administrator can "Search", "Import", "Add" or "Remove" a system 

user to define in which groups it can participate. Even enabling or disabling the user, 

directly impacting the login action. 

 

To query the user base, select [Users] and click Search [ ]. 

 

NOTE: The configuration principle for synchronism of an LDAP base is the same. 

Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE, click the icon [ ]. 

 

IMPORTANT: We have "Local" and "Remote" users, and it is worth 
remembering that the management of remote users is the responsibility of the 

"Windows" or "LDAP" synchronism server. 
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14.2.1. Importing and adding users 

To import users, click the action button "Import" [ ]. 

This interface allows you to import users from a list file type, with field delimiters. Fill 

in the form according to the pattern of the import file, select the corresponding "domain" 

and "groups" if applicable, then click [ ]. 

 

 

After saving the import form, the interface returns the list of users already downloaded.  
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To record a "local" user, click the action button "Add" [ ] and complete the form 

according to the example, then click [ ]. 
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NOTE: Adding or Importing users does not require applying the command queue.

 

The Actions button [ ] returns a list of other actions allowed when managing a 

user. 
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15. Anti-spam 

15.1. Understanding Anti-spam 

In this topic we will address the Anti-spam item.  Differently than many people think, 

Anti-spam does not come as a magic box that you can enable and it starts to filter out 

all unwanted e-mails.  

Anti-spam functions as a sensor that classifies messages as junk mail (spam) or normal. 

It analyzes the messages when receiving them, directly in the protocol. 

The purpose of the sensor is to perform a heuristic analysis of the message. It performs 

this analysis by extracting the "tokens" of words and phrases from the messages that 

it stores to memorize them and begins to use these tokens to detect spam patterns. 

It needs a memory of "tokens", therefore, it needs to be trained over a period to have 

a minimum set of "tokens" in the base to start becoming effective. 

This training is controlled by the anti-spam settings, where the user can set and select 

learning parameters for the sensors that will be used by anti-spam: "Sender 

reputation”; Presence in whitelist/blacklist and RFC tests as a guide to correct messages 

misclassified during the heuristic analysis.The initial training means that the anti-spam 

learns with the "token" from all messages received, either by hits or by errors, thereby 

generating an initial base of tokens. 

After the result of the analysis of the message tokens, the system creates a rating 

between "normal" and "spam". 

In addition to the rating, the percentage of probability of the message being spam is 

also obtained, as these two pieces of information are available to be controlled via 

compliance rules. 

Thus, the message can be blocked still in protocol time, if spam is detected. The decision 

to block in protocol time or not, will depend on the conditions added to the blocking 

rule. 
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15.2. Learning Anti-spam parameters 

Now that we have an overview of its operation, let's set the anti-spam learning 

parameters. They are: "by RFC tests"; "by list based on presence in Whitelist/Blacklist" 

and "by Sender's reputation". " 

Click [Services] >> [Anti-spam] >> [Settings] enable the status and set up the 

Anti-spam parameters to activate the sensor, learn and save the tokens. 

 

Automatic learning 

 Interface to learn. 

Select the servers for the Anti-spam operation. 

 Learning period. 

Select the operating period of the Anti-spam sensor learning process. E.g.: “Always 

Active”. 
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 Learning by RFC 

Activates the Anti-spam sensor to learn and get the results of the domain source 

reliability tests through RFC tests. Enabling this item is important and recommended. 

  Learning by list 

Activates the Anti-spam sensor to learn from inserts of the lists "Blacklist" and 

"Whitelist" fed by network users. These lists are intended to teach the Anti-spam trusted 

and unreliable addresses, related to the sending and receiving behavior of each 

messaging environment. 

o Occurrences in the whitelist 

Determines the quantity of source address inserts on the "whitelist", to be flagged as 

"normal". 

o Occurrences in the blacklist 

Determines the quantity of source address inserts on the “Blacklist” to be flagged as 

“spam”. 

 Learning by reputation 

Activates the Anti-spam sensor to learn from the reputation base. This Base is powered 

by addresses versus percentage of identification as "spam", either by insertion into the 

blacklist or by direct rating of the message.  The base uses a sine wave of seven (7) 

days, the analysis percentage is composed of the data "Email address vs. (%) indication 

(classified as spam)" if the (%) is high = Bad, if the (%) is low = Good. 

o Level of bad reputation: (Spam) 

We have 4 (four) levels between instances [Fair ... Terrible]. Move the cursor 

throughout the desired levels to teach the Anti-spam. 

 Level of good reputation: (Trust) 

o We have 4 (four) levels between instances [Good... Excellent]. Move the cursor 

throughout the desired levels to teach the Anti-spam. 
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 Learning by smartfolders 

Activates the Anti-spam sensor to learn from the emails added by users directly in the 

SmartFolders blacklist/ and whitelist of your email client.  With this insertion feature in 

the list, the Anti-spam sensor learns directly with the analysis of the new email added, 

including the analysis of the body of the current message. Thus, helping the Anti-spam 

to have a better result. 

Select [Users] or [Groups] that will be accessed by Anti-spam for its learning process. 

 Daily summary 

It creates a daily schedule for sending a summarized report of the addresses added to 

the user's whitelist and blacklist respectively. 

 

Click Save [ ] to validate the Anti-spam learning model. 

 

It's ready! Our Anti-spam is already enabled and the learning mode is working. 

IMPORTANT: Email filters based on heuristics analysis and source reliability, as 

flagged by Anti-spam, are applied through "Compliance Policies". They are 

responsible for filtering and the final delivery or denial action of a message. 

 

NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE. Click [ ]. 
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15.3. SmartFolders 

BLOCKBIT SMX has a smart feature to integrate user and anti-spam, the "Smart 

Folders". When an MRA protocol (IMAP/IMAPS) is used, regardless of the Email client 

(MS Outlook, Thunderbird, Mail, WebMail, ...) users have access to SmartFolders. There 

are three types of folders to assist the user. "Blacklist", "Whitelist" and "Quarantine". 

The folders will be displayed from email/webmail clients in the "Blockbit" folder as the 

image below: 

 

 [Whitelist] 

This folder is intended to insert in the user whitelist the sender(s) address(es) of 

messages copied (moved) to this folder. When there is the need to add an address to 

the "Whitelist", the user simply "moves" the message from the original message entry 

folder to the "Whitelist" folder, as this action makes a copy of the message, adds the 

token words for the Anti-spam learning process and adds the address to the list, keeping 

the original message in the inbox. By accessing the "Whitelist" folder, the user can see 
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the last addresses entered in the list in the last 24 hours. 

 [Blacklist] 

The "Blacklist" folder has the same functions as the whitelist folder, but with the explicit 

difference of the list type. The action of "moving" messages received from its original 

folder to the "Blacklist", in addition to adding the token words for the Anti-spam learning 

process, enters the address in the "Blacklist" and removes the message from the original 

entry folder. By accessing the "Blacklist" folder, the user can see the last addresses 

entered in the list in the last 24 hours. 

 [Quarantine] 

The Quarantine folder is used to send the user messages that for some reason were 

classified as quarantine and directed to this folder by some compliance policy, such as 

emails classified as SPAM. This folder contains the message itself as it would be in any 

other folder. So no external access to the email client is needed to retrieve messages 

in quarantine.  

15.4. Whitelist. 

This interface enables managing the Whitelist, listing all users who have addresses in 

the Whitelist, allowing the administrator to view and manage the elements of any 

Whitelist, whether "Global" or by "User", from the search item [ ]. It is also possible 

to add addresses manually or through the import feature. 
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15.4.1. Adding and Importing elements in the Whitelist. 

The system enables you to add elements to the "Global" Whitelist and "Users" Whitelist. 

Let's illustrate adding elements by importing them. To import elements to the whitelist, 

click the Import [ ] button then click [ ]. 

 

 

 

15.5. Blacklist. 

This interface enables managing the Blacklist, listing all users who have addresses in 

NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE. Click [ ]. 
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the Blacklist, allowing the administrator to view and manage the elements of any 

Blacklist, whether "Global" or by "User", from the search item [ ]. It is also possible 

to add addresses manually or through the import feature. 

 

15.5.1. Adding and Importing elements in the Blacklist. 

The system enables you to add elements to the "Global" Blacklist and "Users" Blacklist. 

Let's illustrate adding elements by importing them. To import elements to the blacklist, 

click the Import [ ] button then click [ ]. 
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NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE. Click [ ]. 
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16. Integration with Antivirus 

Antivirus service is a tool that provides protection against malware and viruses to ensure 

the traffic reliability for incoming and outgoing email messages.  

Unlike most AntiMalware and AntiVirus for Email servers, which perform scanning in 

user mailboxes. BLOCKBIT SMX AntiVirus provides AntiVirus technologies based on 

signatures generated by our LAB Security Research Team and integration with engine 

bases using the latest generation of antivirus. 

16.1. Antivirus settings 

Click [Services] >> [Antivirus]. 

On the tab [General Settings] enable the services and antivirus detection modes to 

ensure safety, reliability and integrity when receiving and sending emails, and click 

Save [ ]. 

 Detects Malicious Applications 

 Blocks Encrypted Files 

 Enables Heuristic analysis 

The service also has a feature to check the current "Subscription" base "STATUS" by 

"Server" as well as manually "Update" the base.  

On the [Status]tab click on Update base [ ] for the manual base. 
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It's ready! The AntiMalware and Antivirus feature is configured, updated and ready to 

be used by compliance policies. 

NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE. Click [ ]. 
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17. Configuring and enabling the MRA/MTA 

Now that we have a prepared environment, let's start the BLOCKBIT SMX (MRA/MTA) 

setup process. 

In this step we will set up the system, integrate the domains and authentication users 

to allow the use of the email service for all domain users. 

17.1. MRA/MTA settings 

The configuration of the MRA/MTA services is a basic principle and these are required 

features for the operation of the Email service.  

MRA "Mail Retreive Agent" is part of the email service responsible for traffic; connection 

and checking email accounts among (MUA) "Mail User Agent" clients and their respective 

(MTA) "Mail Transfer Agent" servers. The services provided by MRA are: "POP and 

IMAP". 

MTA "Mail Transfer Agent" is the key item of the email system and it allows sending an 

email from the client to its local email server, as well as all traffic among the email 

servers on the Internet. The service provided is SMTP. 

On the main menu, click [Services] >> [MRA/MTA]. 

On the [Settings] tab, set the initial parameters to start the system and click Save [].
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Below we will provide some important notes regarding the configuration of some fields. 

 [Criptography] 

Algorithm and encryption engine, based on key sizes that may range from "64; 128; 

196 bits", ensuring the integrity and confidentiality of emails. This item reserves the 

saving process of emails in the mailboxes of each user in encrypted mode, ensuring 

that emails are not saved in text/html mode. 

 

  [Authentication Method] 

Supported Authentication Methods E.g.: "LOGIN; PLAIN ". Required item for cases 

where the "Relay" service is not enabled. Thus, the use of the SMTP service will only be 

allowed for authenticated users. Select among the supported methods. 

 

 [Relay optional] 

NOTE: The encryption setting is performed when enabling the MRA/MTA services 
and can’t be changed later, as the configuration will remain according to what is set 

at this time. 
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Select or enter the IP addresses that can be relayed on the server. 

It is recommended to not select addresses to allow relay. 

 

  [Postmaster Address] 

Determine what will be the email address used by the "postmaster" user to send the 

SMTP protocol notification messages. E.g.: “postmaster@blockbit.com”. 

 [Domains for integration of user accounts] 

This option allows you to integrate the authentication domain user base as email 

"Accounts". Select the domains for integration of "authentication users" as "email 

account". 

 [Integrate groups as lists] 

A similar process used for authentication users can be used to integrate "groups" as 

"email lists." We can say that email lists work as a group "Alias". Select the 

authentication base groups that you want to integrate. 

 [Messages by sender] 

It works as a control of number of messages. You can set an email limit by "sender" x 

"period (hours / minutes or seconds)". 

 [Msgs per domain] 

As in the previous feature you can set an email limit by "domain" x "period (hours / 

minutes or seconds)".The control by "domain" has priority over the control by "sender" 

when dealing with e-mails from senders of the same domain, with less control for the 

number of messages allowed. 

NOTE: An SMTP server configured to allow "relay" allows anyone on the Internet to 

be able to send emails through it, not only messages to or from known users. 
However, open relay makes your server vulnerable to hacking by "spammers" and 

"worm". It can also cause your IP address to be included in "Blacklists" by other 

servers. 
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 [UIS] 

It is a technology that aims to consolidate emails with the same content, providing 

storage savings, performance gains and agility in data maintenance. Savings are 

exponential to use, the more the same email is sent/received, the greater the savings.   

It is recommended to enable this item. Enabling it directly reflects on data-storage 

performance and maintenance. 

 

 

It's ready! NOW WE HAVE ACCOUNTS AND EMAIL LISTS SYNCHRONIZED. 

IMPORTANT: After applying the settings of MRA/MTA services, the system 
automatically creates the "email accounts" based on the integration of the 

authentication domain configured in this item. 

NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE. Click [ ]. 
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17.2. Setting the Storage-mail 

To set up the "Storage mail" service for BLOCKBIT SMX, previously you must set up a 

"Data Storage" for selection when registering the "Storage mail", in order to allocate 

the users' mailbox. 

To set up the Storage mail, go to [Services] >> [MRA/MTA]. 

On the [Storage] tab, set up the service by selecting the data-storage devices that 

have been previously registered in [System] >> [Storage]. Next, click Save [ ]. 

 

Below we will provide some important notes regarding the configuration of this service. 

The system has two Storage mail type mount points, for different purposes. 

Mount Point: It is related to the selection of the “data storage” to serve as a ‘Storage 

mail” mailbox for the users. 

Archive Mount point: It is related to the message archiving service: a process that 

automates copying and storage of e-mails, to protect all incoming and outgoing emails, 

including attachments, in order to preserve and protect information. 

Select the SMX [Server] connected to the data storage, and the [Mount point] to 

serve as mailbox for the users. 
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Remember that the Mount point offers connection only with disk or NFS storage. 

You can also divert messages directly to another SMTP server, when selecting the 

"Mount point" just select the default option [Route] and set up a compliance policy 

to divert e-mails to another server. 

i    Select a mount point or configure a policy to divert mail to another server.  

The Storage mail service also provides an archiving feature.  

Simply select the item [Archive Mount point] and select a "data storage", this will 

serve as a safekeeping repository, in other words, a copy of all emails sent and received. 

 

 

It's ready! Now the SMX service is enabled and can be used for sending and receiving 

e-mails. With the settings made so far, the server is now able to send and receive 

emails. 

IMPORTANT: Remember that the "storage" service only provides connection with 
disk or NFS storage. It is recommended that each "Mount point" and "Archive" 

services uses a separate storage server. 

NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE. Click [ ]. 
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18. Accounts 

In this item we have the management of all the features that make up the association 

with the email accounts of a domain. Mandatory requirement for operating SMX services 

(MRA/MTA). 

 Local domains. 

 Accounts. 
 Addresses. 
 Lists. 

Registering email accounts is part of the requirement to begin the MRA/MTA services of 

BLOCKBIT SMX without previously registered accounts, as we can consider that there 

are no valid domain users to send and receive emails.  

These accounts are also used in the registration and enforcement of mail compliance 

policies as well as indicate to whom the registered policies will be applied. 

There are 3 (three) methods to register accounts. 

 Local Integrated based on the domain authentication users. 

 Local manual or import (only for local authentication domain users). 

 Synchronism;  

We already have a domain and email accounts registered in the system, those 

integrated when enabling and configuring the SMX server (MRA/MTA), see Chapter XX. 

To check the domain(s) and accounts already registered, go to [Authentication] >> 

[Accounts]. 

In this item we can make sure that we already have a local email domain registered. 

On the [Local domains] tab, the list of registered domains is displayed. From this 

interface we an "Add", "Edit", "Remove", and even "Import" - [Local domains], 

[Accounts], [Addresses] and [Lists]. 
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On the [Accounts] tab, we can list the accounts already registered by the SMX service 

integration process. To list these accounts, we need to apply a search filter, this because 

the interface returns a list of registered accounts and the total (%) of used storage for 

each account respectively. In the [Search] field, enter the info for the search filter, 

and then click [ ] to check the registered accounts. 
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18.1. Adding accounts 

There are cases where the administrator needs or wants to register email accounts for 

authentication users of local domains (not synchronized) by SMX with a MS-Windows / 

LDAP base, using the import method from a standard text file ".CSV" or even manual 

registration. 

This feature requires that the MRA/MTA services are configured to integrate with "local" 

authentication domains. Go to [Services] >> [MRA/MTA] and check the 

configuration. 

Let's go back to the [Accounts] menu.  

Click [Authentication] >> [Accounts]. On the [Local Account] tab, we now have 

two integrated email domains 

 

Let's illustrate the manual registration of a "Local" email account. Let's assume that we 

need an email account for a user that does not match his or her username. E.g.:  

User: alan.fuentes@example.com 

Email account: smartweb_class@example.com 

On the main menu, click [Authentication] >> [Accounts], on the [Accounts] tab 

click ADD [ ], set up according to specifications of the example above, then click [

]. 
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In the [Search] field, enter the info for the search filter, and then click [ ] to check 

the registered account. 

 

 

 

NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE. Click [ ]. 
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18.2. Synchronism of domain and user accounts. 

This method allows the administrator to synchronize email accounts directly from an 

LDAP base, and aims to sync email accounts based on search filter types, such as: 

"Accounts", "Addresses" and "Lists", for the purpose of associating a "login" to "Email 

account" addresses. 

The service has an "Auto-complete" feature, to configure search filters of a standard 

"MS Exchange®" LDAP base. 

 

This method does not require the integration of authentication domains/users as email 

accounts in the MRA/MTA service settings in [Services] >> [MRA/MTA]. 

To enable the synchronism of domain and user accounts, click [Authentication] >> 

[Accounts]. 

You must add an Email domain, on the [Local Account] tab, click ADD [ ] and set 

the form. E.g..: “blockbit.com” and next click [ ] 

 

As the domain is configured, we can set up the account synchronism item for this 

domain "blockbit.com". Click Edit [ ]. Next, click [ ]. 

NOTE: Use of this feature "synchronism of domain and user accounts" is quite 

common in cases where the client has a "Login" account different from his or her 

"MailAddresses" account. 

E.g..: “Login = allen.collin@blockbit.com” >> “MailAddresses = 
acollin@blockbit.com” 
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You must navigate between the tabs and set up the fields according to the data of the 

LDAP server used for synchronizing the accounts. To complete the process, you must 

click [ ], then [ ]. 
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To finish the configuration and apply the synchronism, click [ ] and confirm 

[OK]. 

 

Next, click [ ]. 

 

 

Verifying the synchronized accounts. 

On the main menu click [Authentication] >> [Accounts], on the [Accounts] tab, 

[Search] field, enter the info for the search filter, and then click [ ] to check the 

synchronized accounts. 

NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE. Click [ ]. 

E.g..: “Login = allen.collin@blockbit.com” >> “MailAddresses = 

acollin@blockbit.com” 
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Verifying the email account association with the login authentication. Select a user 

account and click Edit [ ].  

 

18.3. Addresses 
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The account management service also has a feature to register "Addresses", i.e., public 

accounts, or we can identify them as email addresses or external domains. E.g.: 

“users@others_domains.com” or “others_domain.com” 

These "Addresses" type accounts are also used in the registration and enforcement of 

email compliance policies, in order to apply filters for receiving and/or sending emails 

to senders or recipients of other domains. 

18.3.1. Adding addresses. 

There are cases where the administrator needs or wants to add email addresses or 

domains for the purpose of applying filters on the email compliance policies, using the 

import method from a standard text file ".CSV" or even manual registration. 

To add addresses from other domains, click [Authentication] >> [Accounts], on the 

[Addresses] tab click ADD [ ]and set up according to specifications of the 

addresses and domains that you want to apply filters on the email policies, then click [

]. 

In this example, we will apply the register for an email address "uber@uber.com" and 

for a "att.yahoo.com" domain. 
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18.4. Lists 

In this item, we have the email account lists, i.e., synchronized groups like accounts, 

those integrated when enabling and configuring the SMX server (MRA/MTA), see 

Chapter XX. 

The lists refer to the grouping of email addresses. It may be the integration of domain 

user groups or lists of account addresses or remote addresses. 

The lists are actually email accounts that will serve as email replicators to a predefined 

target list. 

Click [Authentication] >> [Accounts]. On the [Lists] tab, we can list the accounts 

already registered by the SMX service integration process. 

 

18.4.1. Adding lists 

There are cases where the administrator needs or wants to add email lists to a group 

of remote addresses, as an example, a list of partners addresses, in order to group 

these addresses and generate an email-listing template. 

To add addresses from other domains, click [Authentication] >> [Accounts], on the 

NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE. Click [ ]. 
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[Lists] tab, click ADD [ ]and set up according to specifications of the addresses 

and domains that you want to apply filters on the email policies. Next, click [ ]. 

In this example, we will apply the register for the following address list 

"partners@blockbit.com" and associate the following remote addresses as seen below: 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT: To use this feature with remote address lists as the example above, 

the email account domains can't be integrated or synchronized authentication 

domains from an AD/LDAP base. – 

Disable domain integration settings in [Services] >> [MRA/MTA]. 
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NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE. Click [ ]. 
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19. Resource Controls 

In this item we have the management of all resource controls for email accounts and 

the corresponding mailboxes of domain users.  

To access resource controls, go to [Services] >> [MRA/MTA] >> and click the 

[Controls] tab. 

 

19.1. Quota 

In this item, the administrator can set disk quotas for the email accounts by: 

authentication user or user groups. The quota management interface lets you search 

rule information, configure/edit the default quota, add a new quota rule, mark and 

remove the added rules. The system already has a pre-setting for the quota "Default", 

200 [MB], valid for all users. 

Let's edit the [Quota default] and learn about the configuration fields. Click [ ]. 
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Below we will provide some important notes regarding the configuration of the quota 

default. 

 [Quota]. 

As the value of 200 [MB] of disk space is preset for all authentication users with valid 

email accounts, you can reset this value in [MB] [GB] [TB].  

 [Extra quota to trash]. 

The value of 100 [MB] is preset. This definition enables the user to manipulate the 

contents of his or her mailboxes (email accounts) to the recycle bin, even when he or 

she has already exceeded the maximum limit of their quota, whether it is a specific 

quota for their user or the quota default. 

 [Exceeded warning message protocol]. 

Exceeded quota notification! Sent directly to the "Email Client" or "Webmail" in protocol 

time, through an error warning.  “Maximum quota reached”. 

 [Percentage exceeded warning message]. 

Exceeded quota notification!  For the percentage limit set by the [Percentage (1-90)] 

field, message sent by e-mail. “Your account is at the limit”. 
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19.1.1. Adding quota policies 

You can add quota policies by: "User" or "User Group", quota policies by "user/group" 

have priority over the "default" policy, as policies act in the model "First Match Wins", 

fixing the quota default as the last of the list.  

Let's set the quota policies. 

Policy 1: Quota by group - for the "Coml" dpt, 2 GB limit. 

Policy 2: Quota by user - for "Jamie Campbell", 200 MB limit. 

To add quota policies, click [System] >> [MRA/MTA] on the tab [Controls] >> [ 

Quota] click ADD [ ]. Next, click [ ]. 

Set up the quota policies based on the above settings. Note that they have already been 

defined in the configuration order that should be applied. Thus attending the priority 

sorting for the method "First Match Wins". 

Policy 1. 
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Policy 2.  

 

 

Demonstration of the result after registering the defined quotas. 
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19.2. Archiving 

In this item we have the message archiving service, a process that automates copying 

and storage of emails, to protect all incoming and outgoing emails, including 

attachments, in order to preserve and protect information. 

The administrator can configure the archiving to make the entire Email base available 

for query from/to a user. Responsible for managing the content base of message traffic. 

Go to [Services] >> [MRA/MTA], click the [Controls] tab, next click the 

[Archiving] tab 

 

NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE. Click [ ]. 
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Advantages of archiving: 

 Recovery of emails deleted accidentally or not. 
 Audit process. 

 Protection of intellectual property contained in the email.  
 Monitoring content of emails (internal/external). 
 Managing traffic of attached documents. 

 Verification of consistency of compliance rules. 

 

19.2.1. Adding Archiving policies 

You can add archiving policies by: "User" or "User Group", archiving policies by 

"user/group" are set by priority and use the model "First Match Wins". 

Let's set the archiving policies. Therefore, we need to answer some questions 

 Which mailboxes you want to archive, from which users/user groups? 

 How long will I maintain the archived data? 

 Which users have access to view/read these messages?  

Answering these questions, we are able to define the policies. 

Policy 1: 

Description: "Archive ALL Users". 

How long will I maintain this archived data? 30 days. 

Archive mailbox of users/groups: "all@blockbit.com". 

Allow access by: “stewart.oliveira@blockbit.com”. 

Policy 2.  

Description: “Archive group Devel – 7 days”. 

How long will I maintain this archived data? 7 days. 

Archive mailbox of users/groups: “devel@blockbit.com”. 
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Allow access by: “simon.lewis@blockbit.com”. 

To add the policies, click [System] >> [MRA/MTA] on the tab [Controls] >> 

[Archiving], click ADD [ ]. Set up the policies based on the above settings. 

Policy 1. 
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Policy 2. 
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Demonstration of the result after registering the defined quotas. 
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19.2.2. Maintenance of Archiving policies 

The system also has a feature to "Disable" or "remove" the archiving policy, including 

its content.  

Let's work on a policy as an example to understand what actions can be taken and how 

they work. 

To "Disable or Remove" an archiving policy, go to [Controls] >> [Archiving], and 

click the Remove action [ ] on the line of the corresponding policy. 

NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE. Click [ ]. 
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The action "Remove" returns 2 (two) very important notifications.  

Remove item? [OK] / [Cancel] 

 

“Remove the data? After that it will be impossible to recover the data” [OK]/[Cancel] 

 

The action [Cancel] maintains archived data, but the policy changes its status to 

"[data only]", i.e., disabled, so from this moment on, archiving is no longer applied 

to the users who are members of the rule, however, the messages remain stored in the 

Archive and the permission to view/read the archive content remains true to the 

respective allowed user(s). 

The interface returns the policy in this condition. 
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The action [OK] also changes its status to "[data only]" and generates a command 

queue to remove the permission policy, including archived data. It is no longer possible 

to recover this data. 

 

 

19.3. Maintenance 

NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE. Click [ ]. 
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In this submenu, the system allows the administrator to register maintenance rules for 

the user mailboxes by period: The maintenance process allows the administrator to 

"Remove emails from folders: Inbox; Draft, Sent, Archive, Trash, Quarantine, Created 

by Users", including "user-created email folders". 

 On the main menu, click [Services] >> [MRA/MTA] on the tab [Controls] >> 

[Maintenance]. 

 

 

19.3.1. Adding maintenance policies 

You can add maintenance policies by "Users" or "User Groups", set up folders/directories 

of the emails you want to apply a "remove" maintenance, and how long you want to 

keep the emails. 

Let's set a maintenance policy. 

Policy 1:  

Description: “Maintenance of mailboxes ALL Users” 

Gruop: “all@blockbit.com” 

Folders/directories: All folders/directories, including those created by users. 

Period: Maintain for 180 days. 
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To add maintenance policies, click [System] >> [MRA/MTA] on the tab [Controls] 

>> [Maintenance] click ADD [ ].  Next, click [ ]. Set up the policy based 

on the above settings. 

 

 

Demonstration of the result after registering the defined quotas. 
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NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE. Click [ ]. 
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19.4. Balancing 

This item enables the user to balance the load of IMAP/POP connections among servers 

by users/user groups mailboxes, as well as apply filters by regular expression. 

How does it work? 

BLOCKBIT SMX Balancing acts as a "proxy" server for IMAP/POP services, enables end 

users to access their email account using end clients such as Microsoft Outlook, Mozilla 

Thunderbird, or other IMAP/POP end client software or even native Webmail. End users 

can connect using IMAP, POP, IMAPS (Secure IMAP) or POP3S (Secure POP3). 

E.g.: BLOCKBIT SMX Balancing allows users to configure their IMAP connection to 

"imap.example.com" as their IMAP server. The proxy server running on 

"imap.example.com" receives and inspects IMAP traffic, performs a search to determine 

which server is responsible for the specific user's mailbox and transparently diverts the 

user IMAP client connection to the server that corresponds to the correct mailbox for 

that user. 

On the main menu, click [Services] >> [MRA/MTA] on the tab [Controls] >> 

[Balancing]. 
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19.4.1. Adding balancing policy 

You can add balancing policies by "Users" or "User groups", set the type of connection 

you want to apply transparent proxy "IMAP/POP", and specify to which IMAP server you 

will divert the connections of these users. 

Let's set the balancing policies. 

Policy 1: 

Description: “Balancing IMAP Domain blockbit.com” 

Connection type: IMAP - port 143 

Redirection server: Server eXchange blockbit.com – IP 192.168.254.100 

Groups to divert IMAP connections: All groups from domain "@ blockbit.com". 

Policy 2:  

Description: “Balancing IMAP Domain example.com” 

Connection type: IMAP - port 143 

Redirection server: Server eXchange example.com – IP 192.168.254.101 

Groups to divert IMAP connections: All groups from domain “@example.com”. 

 

To add balancing policies, click [System] >> [MRA/MTA] on the tab [Controls] >> 

[Balancing] click ADD [ ].  Next, click [ ]. Set up policies based on the 

above settings. 
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Policy 1. 
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Policy 2. 
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IMPORTANT: For IMAP accesses of the end users' email clients to be carried out 
successfully on the servers that correspond to their mailboxes, previously the 

administrator must set up a compliance policy [Policy] >> [Compliance] to 
divert the emails of the respective users/groups according to the parameters used 

in the balancing policy. 
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19.4.2. Defining a compliance policy parameterized with the 

balancing 

Let's illustrate with the registration of a new group and its policies.  

Before setting up the Group and its policies, let's define its specifications, actions and 

conditions to be applied to each policy: 

Policy 1 -  Group: “E-mail- HUB” 

 Conditions 

Condition 1. [Recipient].  

[Recipient’s domain] >> “Equal”>> “blockbit.com” 

 Action 

Actions. [Final Action]>> “Redirect”.  

[Reviewer IP] >>“192.168.254.100” 

[Port] >>25 (SMTP). 

 General 

[Description] >> “Redirecting emails blockbit.com domain for server (mail-local 

192.168.254.100 )”. 

[Group] >> “E-mail HUB” 

Policy 2 - Group: “E-mail HUB” 

 Conditions 

Condition 1. [Recipient].  

NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE. Click [ ]. 
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[Recipient’s domain] >> “Equal” >> “example.com” 

 Action 

Actions. [Final Action]>> “Redirect”.  

[Reviewer IP] >>“192.168.254.101” 

[Port] >>25 (SMTP). 

 General 

[Description] >> “Redirecting emails example.com domain for server (mail-local 

192.168.254.100 )”. 

[Group] >> “E-mail HUB” 

To add groups and policies, go to [Policy] >> [Compliance]. Add a group by clicking 

[ ], set up the fields according to the established settings and then click [ ] 

 

Now, as the group has been registered and preset, let's create the policies.  
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Adding policy 1 - Group "E-mail HUB" 

Purpose: Redirect all messages received for the "blockbit.com" domain to the MTA/MRA 

local server. 

On the right side of the interface click ADD [ ], navigate between the tabs and set 

up according to the specifications defined above, then click Save [ ]. 
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Adding policy 2 – Group “E-mail HUB” 

Purpose: Redirect all messages received for the "example.com" domain to the MTA/MRA 

local server. 
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On the right side of the interface click ADD [ ], navigate between the tabs and set 

up according to the specifications defined above, then click Save [ ]. 
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CONSIDERATIONS: Remember that policies work based on the "First Match Wins" 

method. Switch the order of the groups so the group "E-mail HUB" is the last group on 

the list and consequently analyzed last, so redirection will only happen after all analysis 

of email compliance.  

By group selection, hold down the [ ] button under the mouse click, and move it 

down to the desired sorting position. 
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NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE. Click [ ]. 
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20. Retriever 

This feature is normally used when the MX (Mail eXchange) server responsible for the 

domain is configured for a service provider, and you intend to use a local MTA server to 

apply email compliance filters before delivering the emails in the respective mailboxes 

of their users. 

This feature allows the administrator to recover e-mails via IMAP, POP, IMAPS (Secure 

IMAP) or POP3S (Secure POP3) connections from other MRA/MTA servers of all email 

accounts on your domain and redirect deliveries to each local mailbox respectively, and 

still use all mail-compliance features for message analysis, ensuring delivery of only the 

desired emails.   

In this item, the administrator can create connection rules to another MTA server and 

automatic redirection to each local account.  

To add a "Retriever" policy, click ADD [ ], set up the fields according to connection 

data and then click [ ]. Let's illustrate the connection to redirect an account. 
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IMPORTANT: The Administrator must set up a "retriever" connection policy for 

IMAP search of each account individually. 

Remember that this feature implies in "delay" to receive emails for each account, 
consider the configured search range. 

 

NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE. Click [ ]. 
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21. Understanding the compliance policies 

All email management features, analysis of Malware, Anti-spam, RBL, header and 

content filters, are applied through multiple conditional compliance policies. Through 

"Actions" and "Conditions", one can set up thousands of combinations to contemplate a 

policy to meet the company’s needs. It can be organized by policy groups, and these 

groups can be manipulated (sorted) so the priority is changed as needed. In addition to 

the organization of groups, the policies may also be sorted by priority.  

Policies can result in an "Action" type "Final" (Block, Reject, Move to quarantine, Receive 

...) or "Normal Actions" to complement or signal (Copy to, Add X-header, Add score, 

Auto-response, Sender, Recipient ...) versus the set of "Conditions" (Subject, Body of 

msg, Header, Recipient, Sender, Source ...) typified by (Present / Not Present, Equal / 

Not Equal...), providing a huge amount of compliance possibilities. 

Below is a list of “Actions” VERSUS “Type” & “Rule conditions”  

Signal actions  type: Normal Application actions  type: Final 

 Copy to  Receive 

 Add X-Header  Block 

 Add score  Reject 

 Auto-response  Discard 

 Sender (add whitelist /add blacklist)  Move to quarantine 

 Recipient (add whitelist/ add blacklist)  Send Captcha 

 

 Send CAPTCHA to add in whitelist 

 

 Redirect 
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V E R S U S...   

Type:   

 

 Contain /Does not contain 

 

 Present/ Not Present 

 

 Equal/ Not Equal 

 

 Greater than/ Less than 

& .... 

Policy conditions   

Subject Body of msg 

 Filter (Regex) by keyword in the subject 

 Filter (regex) by keyword in the message body 

Header 

 Malware in the message body 

 Keyword in the X-Header 

 Phishing in the message body 

 Authenticated user on group 

 Mime-type in the message body 

 Filter (Regex) in the header 

 Attachment in message body 

 Number of header lines 

 Filter (Regex) by keyword in the attachment 

name 

 Keyword in the charset 

 Link in the message body 

 Filter (Regex) by keyword in the charset 

 Filter (Regex) to link in the message body 

 

 The domain link in the body of the message in 

RBL list 

Recipient Sender 

 Target User  User Source 
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 Recipient user on group  Sender user on group 

 The recipient's email account  Sender in Whitelist 

 Recipient's domain  The sender’s domain on the whitelist 

 Keyword in the recipient 

 Sender in the blacklist 

 Filter (Regex) by keyword in the 

recipient 

 The sender's domain on the blacklist 

 Number of recipients 

 Sender's email account 

 Recipient in whitelist 

 The sender's domain 

 Recipient's domain on the whitelist 

 Keyword in the sender 

 Recipient in blacklist 

 Filter (Regex) by keyword in the sender 

 Recipient's domain on the blacklist 

 TLD from Sender 

Source User 

 Source IP in the whitelist  User authentication 

 Source IP blacklisted  Authenticated user on group 

 Source IP in RBL list  Authenticated sender 

 Source IP 

 
Others (General) Others (General) 

 Time 

 Period 

 Attachment size 

 Message size 

 Message score 

 Analysis of the message by the anti-spam 

 Reputation 

 SPAM probability (1.. 100) 
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 Connection port 

 

 

IMPORTANT: The numerous possibilities of compliances are variants according to the 

type of action applied to a particular policy. It is important to know that complement or 

normal actions add these possibilities. Final actions close the analysis of a message 

that fits the conditions set in the policy, abandoning the group and applying the final 

action.  
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Next, we have some examples from a diagram illustrating models of compliance policies. 

Mail Compliance Operation Illustration 

 

Notice that in the examples 1, 2 and 3 we can add policies with unique "Actions" and 

"Conditions" and example 4 shows that we can have multiple "Actions" for the same 

message with several "Conditions". Thus, tremendous flexibility is offered to the 

administrator.  

Examples 1, 2 and 3 perform a final action and complete the analysis of the message. 

Example 4 adds common Actions and Conditions, increasing the range of policies. 

It's ready! We have an understanding of how compliances policies work. 

It is recommended that at this stage the administrator navigates the 

configuration items of the compliance policies: registration of groups and policies, 
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assisting on the identification of actions and condition types that can be combined to 

better set the desired policy model. 
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22. Compliance Policies 

In this topic we will address the standard compliance policies preset by the system. 

These policies focus on basic implementation, to manage and control emails sent and 

received.  

The UNIQUE and EXCLUSIVE implementation of standard policies do not ensure that 

your environment has the best suitable policy. This set of policies has as its sole purpose 

to assist the initial phase of email management and has no intention as being considered 

as a final policy. 

22.1. Default Compliance Policies 

Let's meet the default policies, Click [Policy] >> [Compliance]. 

 

The compliance policies use the method of registration by group. These groups aim to 

integrate policy standards, using as a common standard the parameter "X" or "Y", for 

its applicability. As we learn about “groups” and “policies” we better understand this 

methodology. 

From this topic on, we will show how standard compliance policies were defined. 

Definition of some criteria used to create standard policies: 

 Block by RBL (Realtime Blackhole List). 
 Block by virus and Malware. Using Antivirus sensor to signal email content. 

 Block/Removal of Email based on keywords in the body/subject of the email. Using 
Dictionary objects. 
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 Block senders and domains present in the blacklist. 
 Block sending from standard domain without authentication. 

 In blocking actions of receiving/sending emails, signal the sender with the reason 
for blocking; notification is optional and defined in the policy. 

 Use Anti-spam marker to score the emails as a reference to then apply the final 
actions, based on the total score. 

o RFC Tests. 

o Lists (Blacklist; Whitelist). 
o Reputation database. 

 Block/Removal of Emails based on the total score signaled by Anti-spam. 
 Send e-mails to quarantine based on the total score signaled by Anti-spam. 
 Receive e-mails from senders and domains present in the whitelist. 

Remember that groups and policies are sorted by "priority". Let's present them by 

configuration order. Actions to register groups and policies are executed from the 

bottom to the top, i.e., the last group/policy registered is always on the TOP in the list 

of groups and policies. 

The 1st group and its policies will be listed below, "lower priority", and the last group 

and its policies are listed above, "higher priority."  

Actions are applied considering the "Search Match Wins" method for Final Action. 

Final actions close the analysis of a message that fits the conditions set in the policy, 

abandoning the group and applying the final action.   

Definition of standard policies. 

Policies were implemented using the criteria above. Below is the order of the groups 

and policies that have been defined, considering the actions and conditions for each one 

respectively, as described below. 

Details of the configuration order of groups, their purpose and some of their policies. 

 Group 1 - Quarantine 
 Group 2 - SPAM   

 Group 3 - Score  
 Group 4 - Blocks  

 Group 5 – Receives 

 

 

 Group 1: Quarantine – Possible SPAM  
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Moves the message to the user's quarantine (recipient) based on the final score of the 

messages determined by policies of "3 -Score" group, and according to "Quarantine" 

group policies. 

 Ex1. “Move to Quarantine messages with score above 19” 

 

 Group 2: SPAM 

Permanent removal based on the final score of the messages determined by policies of 

"3 -Score" group, and according to "SPAM" group policies. 

 Ex1. “Discards messages with score above 50” 
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 Group 3: Scores 

Scores messages to signal Anti-spam based on risk conditions. 

 Ex1. “Score +20 messages after hours” 

 

 Ex2. “Score +20 messages with bad reputation” 
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 Ex3. “Score +20 messages with different words” 

 

 Ex4. “Score +20 messages SPAM” 

 

 Ex5. “Scores +10 messages with executables filesScore +20 messages SPAM” 
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 Group 4: Blocks 

Block and permanent removal of messages based on conditions. 

 Ex1. Discards messages with SPAM words in HTML (unsubscribe) 

 

 Ex2. Discards messages with SPAM words in body (unsubscribe) 

 

 Ex3. Block messages with virus 
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 Ex4. Block messages on RBL 

 

 Group 5: Receives 

Deliver emails based on the verification of the whitelist. 

 Ex1. “Receives on whitelist domain” 

 

 Ex2. “Receives on whitelist accounts” 

 

Considerations: 

It is clear that the design and configuration of policies have been defined and created 

from the last list group "Group 1: Quarantine ...", this because to apply policies by Mail 

compliance, the priority is "top to bottom", in other words,  Higher priority > Lower 

priority.  
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22.2. Adding a compliance policy 

Let's illustrate the registration of a new group and its policies. In this example, let's set 

a group for the purpose of "Rejecting" messages for a period of time, this type of 

analysis is called "Greylist", as this feature temporarily rejects messages according to 

the informed condition(s). 

The "Greylist" feature functions as an MTA legitimacy validator. Every message that 

comes from a legitimate MTA has a message retransmission policy in cases of temporary 

errors, since the malicious messages are mostly not transmitted by illegitimate MTA's, 

therefore, do not follow the resend policy. 

Before setting up the Group and its policies, let's define its specifications, actions and 

conditions to be applied to each policy: 

Policy 1 -  Group: “Greylist” 

 Conditions 

Condition 1. [Sender].  

 [Sender in whitelist] >> “Not present”. 

Condition 2. [Sender]. 

 [TLD from Sender] >> “Equal” >> “.CN – China”, “.TW – Taiwan”, “.RU – 

Russia”, “UK – United Kingdom”. 
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 Action 

Actions. [Final Action]>> “Reject”.  

[Reject how many minutes] >>“1 hour” 

[Blocking message(optional)] >> .... 

 General 

 [Description] >> “Greylist - Delay not common TLD messages”. 

 [Group] >> “Greylist” 

Policy 2 - Group:  “Greylist” 

 Conditions 

Condition 1. [Body of msg]. 

 [Attachment in message body] >> “Contain” 

Condition 2. [Sender]. 

 [Sender in whitelist] >> “Not present”. 

 Action 

Actions. [Final Action] >> “Reject”.  

 [Reject how many minutes] >>“4 hour” 

 [Blocking message(optional)] >> .... 

 General 

 [Description] >> “Greylist - Delay message contains attachment”. 

 [Group] >> “Greylist” 

To add groups and policies, go to [Policy] >> [Compliance]. Add a group by clicking 
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[ ], set up the fields according to the established settings and then click [ ]. 

 

Now, as the group has been registered and preset, let's create the policies.  

 

Adding policy 1 - Group “Greylist” 

Purpose: Reject the message for 1 hour of TLDs of dubious origin, as it comes from 

countries ranked on sending spam. If its source is reliable and a legitimate MTA, the 

message will be resent after the expiration period of the Greylist. Otherwise, the 

message source server (Robot) discards the Greylist action protocol notification, as it 

isn't a legitimate MTA server. 
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On the right side of the interface click ADD [ ], navigate between the tabs and set 

up according to the specifications defined above, then click Save [ ]. 
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Adding policy 2 - Group “Greylist” 

Purpose: Reject the message for 4 hours for messages with attachments. Its goal is to 

protect the network of attachments infected with viruses or malware, in case of "D-

day", or "zero-day" attacks. Thus ensuring that your antivirus can update your base 

and learn about this new virus/malware. This assures the analysis by your AntiVirus 

base and thus delivering only emails uninfected and reliable.  
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On the right side of the interface click ADD [ ], navigate between the tabs and set 

up according to the specifications defined above, then click Save [ ]. 
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NOTE: On the tab [General] >>you have the option to MOVE the policy to 
another group. Just "Change" the group selection for which you want to move the 

policy. 

NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE. Click [ ]. 
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CONSIDERATIONS: It is known that the registration of groups and policies always 

keep on the top of the list the last group/policy registered. 

Switch the order of the groups so the group "Greylist" can be analyzed after the group 

"Receives".  

By group selection, hold down the [ ] button under the mouse click, and move it 

down to the desired sorting position. 
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IMPORTANT: There are some actions created as "final" type. When these actions 

are carried out, they do not require the analysis of the message content by the 

policies and groups below, so if there is some other action below this one, it will not 

be executed. 

Therefore, it is important to set the priorities of groups and policies based on the 

criteria for setting the policies, to meet all the common signal actions as well as 

final actions. 
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23. Policy Sensors 

Complementing the idea of Mail compliance policies, sensor policies act as exception 

filters in the analysis by Anti-spam, AntiMalware and RBL sensors integrated to the MAIL 

SERVER. These policies enable the administrator to register exceptions, considering the 

signal from the sensors for the actions of Mail compliance policies. 

 

23.1. Anti-spam Sensor 

In this sub item we will understand how Anti-spam sensor exception policies work, as 

these policies allow the administrator to register exceptions, considering the sensor 

analysis and signals. 

On this interface we will register only the "Policy Conditions", as the "Action" is already 

determined by the rule type, i.e., "EXCEPTION". 

Anti-spam exception policy features. 

 By server. 

 Exception conditions: 

o User Source. 

o Sender user on group. 

o Source IP 

o Sender 

o The sender’s domain. 

o Keyword in the sender. 
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o Filter (Regex) by keyword in the sender. 

o TLD from sender. 

Before setting up a policy, let's define its specifications, analysis conditions to be 

considered for an "Anti-spam sensor exception" action. 

Purpose: Set an exception in the analysis of "LAN" source messages and the default 

email domain 

 [Description]  

Description: “Analysis except AS - LAN.” 

 Conditions 

Condition 1. [Source IP].  

 [Source IP] >> “Present” << “LAN”. 

Condition 2. [The Sender’s domain]. 

 [The sender’s domain] >> “Equal” << “domain Blockbit.com”. 

To add an exception policy, click [Policy] >> [Sensors]. 

On the [Anti-spam] tab, click ADD [ ] set up the exception conditions, based on 

the defined policies, then click Save [ ]. 
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23.2. Anti-Malware Sensor 

On this interface we will register the Anti-Malware exception policies, these policies 

allow the administrator to register analysis exceptions to integrate the Anti-Malware 

module, excluding the analysis and signals of the known malicious files base.  

On this interface we will register only the "Policy Conditions", as the "Action" is already 

determined by the rule type, i.e., "EXCEPTION". 

Anti-Malware exception policy features. 

 By server. 

 Exception conditions: 

NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE. Click [ ]. 
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o User Source; 

o Sender user on group. 

o Source IP 

o Sender 

o The sender’s domain. 

o Keyword in the sender. 

o Filter (Regex) by keyword in the sender. 

o TLD from sender. 

o Retriever Message 

Before setting up a policy, let's define its specifications, analysis conditions to be 

considered for an "Anti-Malware sensor exception" action. 

Purpose: Set an exception in the analysis of virus/malware when the source is the local 

Antivirus UPDATE server. 

  [Description]  

Description: “Analysis except Local AntiVirus Server.” 

 Conditions 

Condition 1. [Source IP].  

 [Source IP] >> “Present” << “AntiVirus Server”. 

Condition 2. [The Sender’s domain]. 

 [The sender’s domain] >> “Equal” << “domain Blockbit.com”. 

To add an exception policy, click [Policy] >> [Sensors]. 

On the [Anti-Malware] tab, click ADD [ ] set up the exception conditions, based 

on the defined policies, then click Save [ ]. 
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23.3. RBL Sensor 

On this interface we will register the RBL (Realtime Blackhole List) exception policies, 

as these policies allow the administrator to register analysis exceptions for the RBL 

servers base, that do not require verification.  

On this interface we will register only the "Policy Conditions", as the "Action" is already 

determined by the rule type, i.e., "EXCEPTION". 

RBL (Real-time Blocking List) exception policy resources. 

 By server. 

 Exception conditions: 

o User Source; 

o Sender user on group. 

NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE. Click [ ]. 
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o Source IP 

o Sender 

o The sender’s domain. 

o Keyword in the sender. 

o Filter (Regex) by keyword in the sender. 

o TLD from sender. 

Before setting up a policy, let's define its specifications, analysis conditions to be 

considered for an "RBL sensor exception" action. 

Purpose: Set an exception in the analysis of the RBL base when the source is "present" 

in the list of partners, even if for any reason is entered in public RBL's, I want to keep 

receiving its emails, considered as trusted. 

 [Description]  

Description: “Exception analysis by RBL to partner list”. 

Conditions 

Condition 1. [Source IP].  

 [Source IP] >> “Present” << “IP Partner list”. 

Condition 2. [Filter (Regex) by keyword in the sender]. 

 [Filter (Regex) by keyword in the sender] >> “Equal” << “Partner list”. 

To add an exception policy, click [Policy] >> [Sensors]. 

On the [RBL] tab, click ADD [ ], set up the exception conditions based on the 

defined policies, then click Save [ ]. 
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NOTE: Do not forget to APPLY THE COMMAND QUEUE. Click [ ]. 
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24. Monitor dashboard 

The BLOCKBIT SMX solution has a very useful feature to manage its service. It's an 

email traffic (incoming and outgoing) monitor dashboard.  

This feature allows the administrator to monitor email traffic in real time. This feature 

has guaranteed response of which access or attempt generated a LOG and recorded the 

history data in the database, returning to the system and administrator information on 

email traffic, by "Sender" or "Recipient", and also grouped by "Domain", "Sender" or 

"Recipient", returning information such as messages, size, older, newer and domain.  

It has the goal to analyze and check for spam and malware in emails sent out to the 

network, as well as check if resources are functioning according to established policy, 

whether it's a compliance policy or an anti-spam, antimalware or RBL exception. 

The messages are displayed at the moment the e-mail is being sent, as the email will 

go through three phases: Mail, Data and Mime; after completion of sending or blocking, 

the e-mail related information is removed automatically.  

Click [Dashboard] >> [Email]>> scroll the screen to the frame [Emails in the queue].  

 

Select the parameters for the monitor and click [Search].  
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25. Reports dashboard 

We already know that the Dashboard is a management panel that returns information 

essential for the administration and management of events and information that gathers 

SUMMARIZED data from the servers. 

BLOCKBIT SMX has this very useful featurefor system management, especially for 

administrators who have many groups, rules, and registered users.  

This feature allows the administrator to generate summarized reports and also has the 

option to export in PDF format. You can also extract reports in "Detailed" mode, 

however, this report is limited to the last seven (7) days, and can be extracted in WEB 

mode or exporting to Text mode, using a ".CSV file", and even format your print. 

On the main menu, click [Dashboard] >> [Email]. 

 

On this interface we have the statistical reports, to view several statistical items scroll 

down the screen. 
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[Time of the messages in the queue] / [Ignored messages]. 

 

[Users (Sent)] / [Users (Received)]. 

 

[Senders] / [Domains]. 
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[Hosts] / [Rejected addresses]. 

 

To extract the summarized reports in PDF format, click [ ] 
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To extract the detailed reports, previously you must configure and enable the feature. 
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To enable detailed reporting, and the maintenance feature, click [ ] under 

[Settings] to enable the items. 

 

Also on this interface we have the [Archive]frame that maintains available for 

"Download" all "PDF" reports extracted during the period. 

 

Now that we have the feature of detailed reporting and maintenance enabled, we can 

extract the detailed reports. Just click on the summary items, and wait for the automatic 

generation of the corresponding report. 

 [ ]; [ ]; [ ] 
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You can also apply filters and export the report in text format, using a "CSV" file. 

To set filters click [ ], select and set the filters, then click [ ] 
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To export the report in text mode, click [ ]. 

 

 

 

NOTE: You can’t extract detailed reports prior to the date the enabling feature was 

set. 


